
This book is about the psychological interpreta-
ti on of projecti ve drawings and  painti ngs. 
A number of great people have worked on this 
subject already. This book is about the psycho-
logical interpretati on of projecti ve drawings 
and painti ngs. A number of great people have 
worked on this subject already—so, what is 
new in this book? 

This book presents the Seven-Step Confi gu-
rati on Analysis (SSCA) method, which is the 
result of the author’s research focused on the 
objecti ve evaluati on of  projecti ve  drawings 
and painti ngs. For the purpose of an objecti ve 
evaluati on, an arti fi cial  intelligence model was 
developed, which led to numerous fi ndings, 
the results of which are  described in this book. 

The novelty this book adds to the literature 
of the psychology of expression comes largely 
from this research. 

Apart from the theoreti cal fi ndings of the SSCA, 
some of the practi cal issues addressed are:

• how to interpret pictures step-by-step
• the basic principles of understanding pictures 
• the practi cal methods and techniques of interpretati on
• what to observe: a comprehensive system of pictorial items
• how to avoid a mechanisti c, “cookbook” style analysis by using context

    and confi gurati ons
• what the examiner should observe during the creati ve process 

   (test behaviour)
• model reacti ons: how the test behaviour refl ects the subject’s general 

    atti  tude
• how to recognise the psychological “essence” of a picture

It is suggested that the reader use this book as a manual and, in a certain sense, as a 
textbook too. The layout of the material, the parts in small print, the text boxes and the 
detailed explanati ons of illustrati ons all serve this purpose.
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This book is an extremely valuable and pioneering book: the author gives a rich 
synthesis of the psychology and psychodiagnosti cs of drawing and painti ng, based on 
a comprehensive literature review (800 references), his vast experience (more than 
1,000 pictures from his collecti on of 360,000 drawings, scribbles and painti ngs) and 
his work in educati on and training. A fundamental aspect of the book is its holisti c 
point of view, which avoids the isolated interpretati on of parts, in preference to a 
systems thinking approach.
This book is both a textbook and a handbook at the same ti me: it gives a 
comprehensive overview of the fi eld of visual expression, primarily for those studying 
it. It is also of great use to anyone simply interested in the visual world. This book is 
recommended for psychologists, psychiatrists, teachers and other professionals, who 
are involved in the psychological aspects of the visual world.
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